
NEW MSHA REGULATIONS

MSHA GUIDE
Navigating the ever-evolving industrial landscape requires staying updated on safety regulations. The Mine Safety and Health 
Administration (MSHA) has introduced transformative rules impacting surface mobile equipment users. This article simplifies these 
regulations for busy safety, operations, and management professionals.

Navigating New MSHA Regulations: A Guide for Compliance

Understanding the New MSHA Regulation

Key Aspects of the Written Safety Program

Small Entities Affected by the Final Rule

The Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) has implemented a crucial safety measure for mining operations. Mine operators 
must now create and regularly update a comprehensive written safety program for surface mobile equipment (excluding belt conveyors) 
at surface and underground mines. The emphasis is on a collaborative approach, incorporating input from miners and their 
representatives to ensure the program's effectiveness and resonance with those it safeguards.

Primary Production of Alumina and Aluminum
Other Nonmetallic Mineral Mining and Quarrying
Kaolin/Clay/Ceramic and Refractory Minerals Mining
Dimension Stone Mining & Quarrying
Crushed and Broken Limestone Mining & Quarrying
Crushed and Broken Granite Mining & Quarrying
Other Crushed and Broken Stone Mining & Quarrying

Risk Identification and Mitigation: The program must outline clear steps to identify and mitigate risks associated with the 
operation of surface mobile equipment. This involves analyzing potential hazards that could lead to accidents, injuries, or 
fatalities and implementing strategies to reduce these risks.

Regular Updates: To remain effective, these safety programs must be updated regularly. This is crucial in adapting to new 
technologies, changing mining conditions, and emerging safety concerns.

Collaborative Development: By involving miners and their representatives in developing these safety programs, MSHA 
ensures that the measures are practical, relevant, and based on real-world experiences and challenges faced by those 
on the front lines.

Flexibility and Customization in Safety Programs: The rule offers flexibility, allowing mine operators to create safety 
programs that are specifically tailored to their unique mining conditions. This flexibility acknowledges that each mining 
operation has its own challenges and risks, and a one-size-fits-all approach is ineffective. 

Performance-Based Approach: The programs must be performance-based, requiring at least four types of actions aimed 
at reducing accidents, injuries, and fatalities. These actions could include enhanced safety protocols, advanced safety 
equipment, rigorous training programs, and regular safety audits.

Integration of Training: A crucial aspect of these programs is the integration of existing training provisions. This means 
that training is a periodic activity and a fundamental, ongoing part of the safety culture. It ensures that all personnel are 
consistently up to date with the latest safety practices and equipment handling techniques.

Construction Sand & Gravel Mining
Copper/ Nickel/Lead/Zinc Mining
Lime Manufacturing
Cement Manufacturing
Industrial Sand Mining
Crude Petroleum Extraction
Natural Gas Extraction

Iron Ore Mining
Gold Ore & Silver Ore Mining
Other Metal Ore Mining
Surface Coal Mining
Underground Coal Mining
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At Driver Industrial Safety, we recognize that effective compliance is not about generic solutions but understanding each client's 
unique challenges and needs. Our approach to compliance is highly customized – we listen, analyze, and create solutions tailored 
to each worksite's specific requirements. Our team of experts is equipped to provide bespoke consultations, guiding you through the 
complexities of the new MSHA regulations and helping you develop a safety program that aligns with your unique operational context.

Our commitment extends to product customization, ensuring our safety solutions integrate seamlessly with your existing processes 
and equipment. Whether adapting our products to specific vehicle types or unique site conditions, we aim to provide compliant 
solutions and enhance overall safety efficiency. We are dedicated to partnering with you to develop and implement safety programs 
beyond mere compliance – programs that foster a culture of safety and set new industry standards.

How Driver Industrial Safety Can Assist in Compliance

Common Solutions Implemented for Previous Customers

Embracing the Future of Industrial Safety

Driver Industrial Safety is a company that offers products that can play a critical role in this new era of industrial safety and has the 
necessary expertise and experience to help industries achieve compliance.

The new MSHA regulation is more than a regulatory update; it's a call to action for a fundamental shift in the approach to industrial safety. 
This shift is not just about adhering to new rules – it's about fostering a culture of proactive safety management, where safety becomes 
an integral part of every operation.

At Driver Industrial Safety, our deep understanding of these regulatory changes, expertise, and innovative product range uniquely position 
us to guide and support you through this transition. We are committed to partnering with you in this journey, offering products and 
comprehensive safety solutions. 

Our motto, SAFETY IS ALL WE DO, is a promise of our dedication to ensuring a safer workplace today and tomorrow. Contact Driver 
Industrial Safety today and let us tailor a solution that meets the new MSHA regulations and sets new standards for your organization's 
workplace safety.
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